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Abstract

MNE, Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of a major
petroleum corporation thai wa» engaged in offshore inariculture
research. The concept was to develop an economical method to
convert abandoned oil and gas platforms in the Gulf of Mexico
to fish fartn sites. The platform provides an excellent
perinanent anchor and hase to house feed and automatic feed
systcrns, monitoring equipment, and conduct daily lish culture
activities. An overview of the six year project and test cages on
platforms seven to 35 miles offshore will be discussed.

The MNE Concept

Since 1989, MNE has researched, designed. and tested six
offshore, open water tish containment systems and invested
approximately $6.5 million, The project was spearheaded by
Wilbur Johnson, President ol MNE Inc. and the principle
investigator was Dr. Russell Miget, Sca Grant Specialist from
Texas ARM University, The MNE concept was to use
abandoned oil and gas platforms as production facilities for
warm water, marine fish farming. The platform provides an
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excellent, existing base to house automated feeding systems,
monitoring systems, and personnel activities. Structurally, the
platform provides a permanent anchor for fish containment
systems. Most platforms are constructed to withstand 20' storm
surges and 100 year storms  hurricanes!. Thus, the containment
system s! is attached directly to the legs of a platform, thereby
eliminating costly, sophisticated mooring or anchor
configurations  Breed, 1994!. MNE's test systems have
employed this methodology on platforms ranging from 70' of
water, seven miles from shore, to 270 feet of water, 25 miles

from shore.

Background

Oil Industry's Offshore Problem

The Minerals Management Service  MMS! currently
estimates that more than half of the 4,000 oil 4 gas platforms in
the Gulf of Mexico will be removed by the year 2000. These
structures range in age from brand new to roughly 35 years old;
in size from single caissons to large, multi-pile; in water depths
from a meter to over 350 meters, and in distance from shoreline

to more than 130 miles offshore  Dougall, 1994!. Platform
design, construction, and deployment may cost an oil company
between $10-30 million. The cost of removal ranges between
$4-10 million. As the Gulf of Mexico reaches its maturity in the
oil & gas production life, the industry has begun to incur the
legally mandated costs of plugging well bores, removing
platforms and restoring the seabed to its natural state. The $8-
10 billion oil industry for traditional, "pristine" restoration
coupled with persistent low oil A. gas prices have motivated
operators to develop several cost mitigating methods for
platform removal  Breed, 1994!. These methods include:

~ Dropping platforms in place as a artificial reef.
~ Platforms can be donated to the state as an artificial

reef and hauled to an approved sinking site  Rigs to
Reefs Program!.
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~ Improved salvage methods and cheaper service rates
have made complete removal and pristine seabed
restoration for nearshore, shallow water platforms.

~ Platforms with sound structural integrity have been
hauled to and reused at other oil k. gas fields.

The Mariculture Opportunity

The U.S. commercial fishery is declining dramatically.
Many traditional regions have been closed to commercial
fishing or severely restricted. The global catch of fish has
leveled off at 100 million metric tons/year. This quantity does
not meet the demand today, let alone the demand that will exist
in the future. The Food and Agriculture Organization  FAO! has
projected that the industrialized nations of the world will
require an additional 22.5 million and the non-industrialized
nations another 5.9 million metric tons of fish and seafood
products by the year 2000. If the world's oceans cannot
naturally produce the 28.4 million metric tons needed, then
perhaps aquaculture can  Moore, 1994!.

The Offshore Concept

~ Seafood Supply and Demand
� Limited capacity from wild harvests �00 million

metric tons/yr!
� Increasing demand for seafood

~ Growth of Aquaculture
� Fastest growing sector of U.S. Agriculture

~ Problems with Land-based Aquaculture
� water costs

� low temperatures during winter
� water quality
� water access  user conflicts!
� pollution

~ Oil Company Interests
� prevent/postpone dismantling of platform
- diversification

- positive public relations through partial release of
fish produced on platform



Advantages to Offshore Mariculture on Platforms

Existing Technology
� salmon cage culture technology  i.e., feed systems

and cages!
� existing platforms in place
Biological
� clean, oceanic water absence of nearshore pollution
- rapid growth rates due to constant year-round tem-

perature and salinity
- the capability of raising high-value marine species
- the capacity for greater harvest density due to higher

dissolved oxygen rates
Financial

� no pumping or aeration costs
� expansion capacity
� existing infrastructure from oil industry  i.e., boats,

cranes and workforce!

Political Support
� Minerals Management Service  MMS!

Disadvantages to Offshore Mariculture on Platforms

No Proven Cage Technology  in the Gulf of Mexico!
- cages that can withstand hurricanes
- constant current and wave action on cage system
Biological
� biofouling on cage creates weight and stress, reduces

water flow

� bottleneck in hatchery technology to produce high-
value seedstock

Financial

� weekly transportation in service boats
� platform maintenance  $10-12,000/yr!
� high operating costs offshore
Political Opposition
� recreational

- navigation
� regulators
� fishing Industry



~ Liability
� accidents

- lease abandonment

Ideal Parameters for Offshore Culture of Warm Water

Species

~ Stable water temperatures ranging between 21- 260' C.
~ Oligotrophic / pollutant free waters
~ Water depth between '3S-70 meters
~ Infrastructure in place  i.e,, service boats, feed tnill, and

markets!
~ Timely permitting process that will allow a commercial

venture to succeed

Fish Pet1 History

The chosen site for the initial test cage was on a multi-pile
platform, located 3S miles off the Texas coast in 270' of water,
An experimental cage, called the gerbil cage, was designed and
built by petroleum engineers and, as a result, was as strong and
as expensive as a platform  Figure 2!. Two steel frame cages

Figure 2.



were constructed and suspended by a 4" Dacron rope within the
confines of the rig. The Dacron rope was attached to the main
deck and threaded through the center of each cage. The cage
was then secured in the water column by a 30,000 lbs. clump
weight. One cage was suspended 10' while the other was
suspended 20' below the surface. Each cage had an inner 1/2"
mesh net that could be removed  by zipper! as the fish grew.
The middle net was 1" mesh while the outer consisted of a 4"

predator net. The top and bottom of the cage was covered by a
1/2" perforated steel plate.

A total of 8,000 red drum  Scianeops ocellatus! were
delivered by Red Fish Unlimited to Harbor Island in Port
Aransas, TX. The fingerlings �0 g ea.! were transferred
offshore and stocked 4,000/cage. A commercial deer feeder
�,000 lbs.!, equipped with an automatic timer, delivered feed
five times/day through a 4" pipe. A solar panel on top the
platform powered a bank of batteries that ran the feeder, timer,
and water flush system that moved feed down the pipe. Results
of the gerbil cage trial are listed in the Table 1.

Parameters

Cage Volume

Stock Date

Stock Mean Weight

Estimated Fish 8/29

Duration

Total Harvest Weight
Harvest Mean Weight

Harvest Density

% Survival

Weight Range
FCR

The gerbil cage trials educated MNE staff on aspects of
cage integrity, rate of fouling, feed delivery systems, growth
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Table 1. Production Data for the Gerbil Cage

Cage 1

99 mi

8/22/90

30g

1,500

1 year

699 kg
783 g
7 kg/m-'
59olr.

553-1640 g
3.8

Cage 2

99 m-'

8/22/90

30g
3,500

1 year

2777 kg
922 g
28 kg/m'
85%

706-1860 g
3.8
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Figure 6.

consist of a barge with living/working quarter», cranes, and
three 100-150' legs with pads. These legs are hydraulically
lowered till they hit bottom and lift the barge completely out ol
the water, thus creating a stable platform from which to work.
'I'he Fibergrate cage was deployed and attached onto the rizor
leg of the platform by three metal brackets, 30' below the
surface. The cage was stocked with 5,300, NS g red drum and
they were fed a rangen redfi»h diet 4 times/day via a 6" hard
pipe that extended down to the top of the cage. Results from the
fishbonc cage are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Production Data from the Fibergrate Cage
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Parameters

Cage volume
Numbers of Fish

Stock Mean Weight
Duration

Temperature Range
Harvest Mean Weight
Total Harvest Weight
Harvest Density
% Survival

FCR

SGR

Cage
95 m'

5,300

b5g
6-] 2/95

10-31 C

l,02l g
3,H47 kg
40,5 kg/tn'
7l%

2.0

1.4%



Conclusion

MNE's six year research project was successful in
developing the first cage in the Gulf of Mexico to produce and
sell fish to market. Since the project, new cage companies from
around the world have developed and tested systems that could
prove to be commercially viable in the open Gulf. Today, the
potential for offshore mariculture on platforms is more feasible
than ever. The permitting process is in place and most of the
hurdles have been overcome. The next step is for big business
to get involved to make this type of venture reality. As Joseph
McElwee from Galway, Ireland, quoted "the successful
ingredients for offshore mariculture are: big investments, big
cages, big returns."
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The expansion of aquaculture activities to the offshore
environment requires a reliable and cost-effective mooring
system effective in a wide variety of bottom types. Current
deep-water mooring systems are typically 10- I 00% of platform
costs. This project investigates the use of hydrodynamic
research results for fast-moving submerged projectiles to
develop a remotely operated deep-water mooring system.

Recent domestic and Ukrainian hydrodynamic research
has explored the physics of a phenomenon labeled
supercavitation. Proper design can minimize the drag on a
submerged projectile, yielding "supercavitation drag
reduction," which allows the projectile to attain speeds in
excess of 1,000 meters/second, rendering deep penetration of
the sea floor possible. This phenomenon involves the formation
of a vapor cavity at the point of minimum pressure on the
submerged body. Thi» vapor cavity can envelop the projectile
and extend quite a distance downstream of the minimum
pressure point. Drag can be reduced on the projectile because
skin friction over the projectile surface within the vapor cavity
is negligible due to the reduced density and viscosity of the
vapor.

The proposed deep-water mooring concept uses a
supercavitating projectile to embed an anchor within the sea
bottom. Such a moor requires no divers or extensive
underwater operations to set and should have better reliability
than traditional drag embedment anchors. This paper develops
the feasibility of such a mooring concept.



Introduction

One of the significant challenges facing the expansion of
aquaculture offshore is the development of effective deep-water
moorings. Intensive human involvement in mooring placement
escalates cost and increases liability. While explosive bottom-
penetrators present a possible solution to the deep-water
mooring challenge, they require extensive licensing due to their
hazardous nature. Technology based on the study of moving
bodies at high underwater speeds could provide a lower-cost,
less labor-intensive approach to mooring aquaculture
containment systems in offshore waters.

The phenomenon of interest is supercavitation, which is
the formation of a vapor cavity at a point of minimum pressure
on a body. This vapor cavity can envelop a projectile and
extend quite a distance downstream of the minimum pressure
point. Drag can be reduced on the projectile because skin
friction over the projectile surface within the vapor cavity is
negligible due to the reduced density and viscosity of the vapor.
The base drag on the body is the integral over the projectile
surface of the differential pressure force. Proper design can
minimize this drag component, yielding "supercavitation drag
reduction," which allows a projectile to attain speeds fast
enough to render penetration of the sea floor possible.

Research of supercavitation drag reduction has been
performed in the Ukraine by Dr. Yury Savchenko and associates
at the Institute of Hydromechanics, Kiev. The result of this
research was a projectile speed in excess of 1,000 meters per
second. High speed projectiles approaching Mach 1 underwater
were shown to be possible. Work has also been performed in
the United States by Dr. Ivan Kirschner at the Naval Undersea
Warfare Center  NUWC! Division Newport, Rhode Island. This
work included testing the Adaptable High Speed Undersea
Munition  AHSUM! in a tow tank at NASA-Langley in
Hampton, Virginia.
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Figure 1. Supereavit<t ting Pr<rj e<'tile Labor@ton> Test. Photo < o«rtecy of
<Vov«t U«i<ra< «Wurf«r<. Cer<ter

Stanley Associates has built upon the work performed by
the Ukrainian Institute of Hydromechanics and NUWC to
develop commercial applications for supercavitation drag
reduction technology. The embedment anchor application may
be of particular interest to the offshore aquaculture industry.

Embedment Anchor Concept

Table 1: Propellant Loads

Peak Chamber

Pressure  kpsi!

Muzzle

Velocity  rn/sec!
Propellant

90g WC-890, Lot 120

150g WC-890, Lot 120

117g WC-867, Lot 50

95017.5

121530.7

1503

Table 1 shows an important result. An existing
manufacturing capability can produce a self-contained cartridge

A gun could be developed to shoot a supercavitating
projectile anchor from the surface  in shallower waters! or from
just off the bottom  for deep water!. Experitnental guns have
been used for laboratory testing. The guns use either
gunpowder or hydrogen ga» to provide the kinetic energy
necessary for muzzle velocities up to 1,500 meters/second.
Small amounts of propellant are actually needed, increasing
with projectile mas». Table 1 shows the propellant loads for a
30 millimeter laboratory test projectile  Talley, August 1996!.



to propel the projectile anchor. A projectile sized as an anchor
for aquaculture cages could be fitted with a cartridge which
supplies sufficient kinetic energy for the anchor to achieve the
velocity needed to penetrate the ocean bottom. This allows the
anchor to be transported safely and compactly to the anchor
site.

An embedment anchor launcher would consist of the gun,
a handling/support frame, and tether cable housing, shown in
Figure 2. This is typical of many embedment anchors which
have been patented  see references!. What makes the
supercavitating projectile anchor concept unique is the anchor
projectile itself  Figure 3!.

Figure 2. Launcher Concept.

Figure 3. Anchor Projectile.
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This projectile concept is modeled from the design of
similar bodies fired from laboratory guns at speeds up to 1,500
meters/sec. The distinctive flat nose of the projectile makes
supercavitation drag reduction possible by forming the vapor
cavity during flight. This phenomenon can be induced with
nothing more than the kinetic energy of the anchor itself at
depths up to 2,000 meters  Condron, 1997!. This kinetic energy
is used to penetrate the ocean bottom with a tether line. In very
soft bottom types, the anchor will deploy two flukes as load is
applied to the tether, increasing the pullout resistance.

Bottom Penetration

Initial studies of bottom penetration effectiveness centered
around an analysis of strike velocity as a function of the strike
range at constant depth. The LeDuc ballistics equation was
used to determine the underwater strike velocity at range
 Kirschner, 1996!.

x, =~2m 1n v�/i $
pACD Eq. 1

Solving for v,:

-[pAC x,/�m!] v,= v,e Eq. 2
Where: v�= Launch Velocity

v, = Strike Velocity
x, = Strike Range
m = Projectile Mass

p = Water Density
A = Cavitator Cross-sectional Area

C = Drag Coefficient

Bottom penetration is dependent on the strike kinetic
energy. For a given projectile mass, this reduces the problem to
one of determining the strike velocity for a given launch
velocity  or muzzle velocity, Vm!. Figure 4 plots strike velocity
vs. strike range for a projectile mass of 0.28 kg, cavitator
diameter 2.5 cm, and a constant depth. The cavitator is the nose
of the projectile.
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A muzzle velocity of 1,500 m/sec at short range gives the
anchor maximum penetration velocity. In hard bottom types,
the anchor could ricochet. In laboratory tests, however, this has
proven unlikely. A supercavitating projectile was shot at a steel
wall with resulting penetration shown in Figure 5, Note the
"petaling" of the steel as it deformed to allow the projectile to
lodge within its structure.
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maximum Depth for Initial Velocity
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Figure 6, Maximum Depth Profile.

Combining the results of Figures 4 and 6 gives a rough
boundary for the depth effectiveness of a projectile anchor. At
depths up to 100 meters with muzzle velocity of 1,500 m/scc,
an anchor could be fired froin the surface and still. reach the

bottom with sufficient velocity for mooring penetration. Deeper
mooring depths probably require the launcher asseinbly to be
lowered to the bottom prior to firing.

It should be noted that most testing to date has been
performed with the launcher aligned horizontally immersed in a
tank such as the one shown in Figure 7, Some vertical launches
have been observed for the water entry effects shown in Figure
8, No experimental data has been collected on the depth effects
of vertically oriented vapor cavities. The computer modeling
available only gives appropriate boundaries for the behavior of
supercavitating projectiles at depth,
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The loads associated with the system will be in both the
horizontal and vertical directions. Primary horizontal loads
include the horizontal component of the wave orbital velocity
 F �! and the current force  Fc!. Vertical loads include the
vertical component of the wave orbital velocity  F,! and the
net pen's buoyancy  F !.

~ FwH

I
~F

Figure 10. Schematic Drawing of' Submerged Spherical Net Pen.

Horizontal Forces
F =F +F Eq. 3H w.tve  hnrtzontul! current

The equation for the horizontal component of the
orbital wave load  F,�,u�! was developed by Tamura and
Yamada �963! and reported by Milne �970! as:

F h l 2 1 5@M x  Underwater Surface! Eq. 4
Where: p, = maximum horizontal orbital velocity
For the purpose of this study a value of 1.5 m/s associated

with significant wave heights of 2.5 m and a 6 second modal
period was used  Newmann, 1966!.

Underwater Surface =  Underwater SurfacespHpR ! %
Obstructed!

The surface area of a 12 m sphere is 452 m'. An
assumption was made that between the structure, net and
fouling in worst condition, 44% of the area was obstructed.



Fb�15�52m!�44� 64kNEq5

The resistance due to current flow for net pens was
developed by Kawakami �964! and presented in the equation
below:

C/pv S
2

Eq. 6

Where: R = resistance of net  N!

Cd = coefficient of drag of mesh = see
Equation �!

p = density of water = 1025 kg/m'

v = velocity of current = 4 knots = 2.06 m/s

S = projected area of net = 2ad

a = nominal mesh size

d = diameter of twine

Cd was further defined

d d ~C�=1+3.77  � !+9.37  � !' Fq 7
a a

C�= 2.12

Substituting into Eq. �! yields,

Eq. 8

R = F = 18.1 kN
c

Eq. 9

This produces a total horizontal force  F�! = 18.7 kN.

Vertical Forces

F =F . +F Eq.10V wave  vertical! buoyancy

The equation for the vertical component of the orbital
wave load  F,, ! was presented by Milne �970! as:wave   vertical I
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Values of a = 45 mm and d = 3mm were used for the mesh

size although d was assumed to be fouled to a diameter of 9
mm.



F �, = 1.80v  Underwater Surface! Eq. 11
Where: v �� is defined as 0.82 p ��= 1.23 m/s

F, �= 1.80v � Underwater Surface! = 0.45 kN
wave  veN<cal!

Eq. 12

Fv 0 45 kN + 2 5 kN 2 kN Eq. 13

Total Forces

Combining these forces produces a total load on the
system of 18.8 kN. Assuming this entire load is supported on
two of the three anchor lines, from one end of the system,
yields a load/line of 9.4 kN. Assuming a factor of safety of 5
yields a total force of 47 kN per line.

The total calculated value of 18 kN for a 12 m submerged
system appears to agree with values reported by Bougrova and
Bugrov �994! for 18 m submerged cages of 30 kN.

Anchor Pullout Resistance

Any anchor is only effective if it maintains its position
under platform loading. Pullout resistance is a good measure of
an embedment anchor's effectiveness. This is the force
required, in excess of its weight, to remove the anchor. The
pullout resistance depends on the soil failure mechanism
illustrated in Figure 11.

The force of buoyancy  F,! will be dependent on the
design of the system and is therefore difficult to determine to
any certainty. It is expected that the design will be performed in
a manner that makes the system as close to neutrally buoyant as
possible. For the purposes of this report a buoyancy of 2.5 kN
was used.



qA J
Figure Il. Soil Failure Diagram.

Q=q,A+Q

Where:

Eq. 14

Q= Allowable load on anchor tether cable

q, = Bearing capacity at the anchor toe
A = Area of anchor base

Q = Shear force

L = Length of cable beneath ocean floor

It should be noted that the weight of anchor cable and
projectile are neglected, as well as the weight of the displaced
soil.

q,=SN Eq. 1S

S = Undrained shear strength, in kPa

N = Bearing capacity factor  a soil property!

Shear forces can be calculated by integrating over the
length of the anchor cable

Q = rtDf",~ dz Eq. 16
Where: D = Diameter of the anchor cable

x = Shear stress on anchor cable
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For undrained loading of the soil the bearing stress can be
computed from



For undrained clays, x = otS, with ct constant. Assuming
a linear variation of S with depth of soil penetration S = az, an
expression for Q can be obtained Atkinson, 1993!.

Q = 0.51tDtxaL' Eq. 17
It is now possible to relate the cable load Q to the soil

forces on the embedment anchor by substituting into Eq. 14:

Q = aL N A + 0.5ttDnL! Eq. 18
Typical values Young, 1988! for clay soils are:

a = 0.95 kPa/m

N =9C

tx = 0.5

After the anchor tlukes deploy as displayed in Figure 3, A
= 0.0157 square meters for a 5 cm diameter, 10 cm long
projectile.

With these assumptions, an approximation of'projectile
penetration depth necessary to resist pullout under the expected
loading can be made. This result is shown graphically in Figure
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Figure 12. Penetration Depth Necessary for Minimum Pullout
Resistance.
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The preliminary analysis of Sea Cage loads provided a
safe cable load of 47 kN �0.6 kips!. From Figure l l, such an
anchor would have to penetrate about 50 m into soft clay to
provide the minimum pullout resistance. No experimentation
has been performed on the soil penetration capability of
supercavitating projectiles. Such work is necessary to further
define the role of projectile anchors in mooring applications.

Conclusion

As aquaculture activities move into deeper water offshore,
new mooring solutions will be necessary. A supercavitating
projectile anchor may be one alternative. Important advantages
of a such an anchor include low anchor weight, no need for
divers, and transportability. Multiple-point moors provide the
reliability demanded by the oceanic environment. Preliminary
analysis shows that such an anchor is technically possible given
the strike velocities achieved in the laboratory with small-scale
projectiles. The loading expected from typical fish cages also
indicates that a small Nylon tether could be used as the anchor
cable. Further work remains to show a projectile's effectiveness
in penetrating actual soils encountered in mooring applications.
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